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Alternative splicing (AS) is an import biological process, which enables
a high variability in the proteom of eukaryotes. Up to 95 % of all multi
exon genes in humans undergo AS [4]. Errors during the splicing can cause
diseases, e.g. cancer and neuronal disorders [2][3].

In this work we present a method to collect information of alternative
spliced proteins from several sources, which are combined into a single entry.
A similar study was done by Stephanie Boué in 2002 for human proteins
manually [1]. Seeing that many experimentally determined structure data
are freely available online (∼ 58,000 new PDB entries over the last ten
years), an automatic analysis of the effects of alternative splicing on the
protein structure becomes possible.

Figure 1: Overview of the program pipeline: As primary sources three data bases
are used. The complete pipeline is implemented in Python, in this pic-
ture only the two main modules are shown. The different data sources
are connected using an adapted alignment.

Therefore we implemented a pipeline which processes AS data based
on SwissProt, PDB and InterPro. We identified possible changes of the
protein fold on secondary structure level. Therefore we used DSSP to assign
secondary structure elements (SSEs), which are then classified according
the splicing effects. To connect all data sources, we developed an adapted
alignment, which contains all isoform sequences, PDB sequences and the
corresponding secondary structures. This approach makes it possible to
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compare alternative splicing events and protein structure directly. Moreover,
we implemented a visualization tool for the results and all alignments can
be watched in Portable Network Graphics format.

Parsing 2,289 proteins in SwissProt we identified 758 proteins, which
contain at least one alternatively spliced SSE. Ten proteins with PDB data
of both variants of a single splicing event were found and a direct comparison
of the tertiary structure is possible. We provide a statistical overview and
explain a case study in detail. At the current state almost all entries of the
resulting data set belong to mammals, thus an analysis of different organism
groups is not possible. In most cases the reason for that are missing 3D-
structure information.

The pipeline we implemented can be used for large-scale analysis of AS
data. As we are using SSEs to identify effects on the protein structure
most calculations can be done on primary structure level and thus are not
computationally expensive. The complete run of all 2,289 proteins took 18
h (on a single 2000 MHz CPU). We store all processed information in flat
file format and all data can be quickly accessed for further investigations.
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